I present my thoughts on programming, software development, and computer science (CS), and their inevitable relationship. Originally this was intended to help prepare some CS courses aimed (also) at non-CS university students. But it is also relevant for students in secondary education, especially if they have an interest in participating in the International Olympiad in Informatics.
Introduction
The reason for writing this note is my involvement in defining some computer science (CS) courses at Eindhoven University of Technology in the Netherlands, especially for non-CS students. Here are some initial questions to set the scene.
What should everyone know about computer science?
• What should every university student know about computer science? • What should every engineering student know about computer science? • With "know about" I do not just mean superficial meta-knowledge, where someone knows of the existence of some CS topics and the related jargon without knowing any actual content. That is, the questions could be rephrased as
What CS knowledge and skills should every . . . acquire?
Compare this to similar questions for mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, etc. The founders of the International Olympiad in Informatics (IOI) must have asked such a question as well. Note that the three questions are related but do not have the same answers.
Related to this question, one should also ask why such knowledge and skills are relevant. Subsequent questions are:
When to teach CS? Earlier or later? • How to teach CS? Integrated in the student's primary domain of interest, or more • purely? According to what didactic principles?
An important reference document is ACM/IEEE CS Curriculum (2013) , which covers most, if not all, of the topics that I touch here. But it weighs in at over 500 pages, and in many cases it only presents alternatives and tradeoffs, without making specific choices or recommendations. We will not answer all questions; neither will we make definite choices or recommendation. But we will delve a bit deeper into these issues. (Short answer: my opinions come close to Kernighan (2017) ; see below for details.)
What and Why
Let's start with the why. Why would someone need to have CS knowledge and skills? Here are some answers.
Because our world has become so much more computational in recent de-1.
cades.
It is important to know about CS simply in order to "survive"; without that knowledge, life will be more difficult. All kinds of decisions that people need to make involve computers, automation, and cyberspace. We can communicate data to any place on earth, store all data that we collect, and process data anywhere we like (also see Verhoeff (2013) ). There are many digital dangers nowadays, not in the least due to the rise of artificial intelligence (AI) driven by big data (I recommend du Sautoy (2019) for an interesting exploration).
Because in both professional and personal life, people (scientists and engi-2.
neers, but also entrepreneurs, and anyone involved with information and its processing) will be required to apply some CS knowledge and skills.
Creating a spreadsheet with formulae, developing software tools to help create (non-CS) products, leading a multidisciplinary team to design and develop products that include domain-specific software, running virtual experiments and analyzing the results, formulating computational models, communicating domain knowledge to software developers. Here are some diverse ways in which program code plays an important role:
To create products (such as models for 3D printing and pictures using com-• puter graphics).
To operate devices (such as cars, drones, and robots).
•
To provide services on the web (such as interactive maps and secure • email).
To solve computational problems (such as optimal routing of packages and • aircraft, weather forecasting).
To create software tools that help develop software (such as compilers, in-• terpreters).
To analyze massive amounts of data (so as to rank web pages by relevance, • and discover new medicines).
Because it is interesting 3.
, Just as any other science can be interesting, CS is a very interesting discipline, with important relationships to mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, economics, etc.
When addressing the what, it is useful to make the following distinctions. We follow Computing at School Working Group (2012).
Digital Literacy (DL) "the ability to use computer systems confidently and effectively, including:
Basic keyboard and mouse skills.
• Simple use of 'office applications' such as word processing, presentations and • spreadsheets.
Use of the Internet, including browsing, searching and creating content for the • Web, communication and collaboration via e-mail, social networks, collaborative workspace and discussion forums."
Information Technology (IT) "the creative and productive use and application of computer systems, especially in organisations, including considerations of e-safety, privacy, ethics, and intellectual property."
Computer Science (CS) "the study of the foundational principles and practices of computation and computational thinking, and their application in the design and development of computer systems."
We will presume that our students are digitally literate, and that DL is not a goal of our courses (nor of the IOI). Although IT is important, we should not include it as goal of our courses, because IT is focused more on short-term technological issues. The principles that underly IT systems are long lasting, and belong to CS.
Peter Denning provides a broad classification of CS principles in Denning (2003) :
Computation "meaning and limits of computation" Communication "reliable data transmission" Coordination "cooperation among networked entities" Recollection "storage and retrieval of information" Automation "meaning and limits of automation" 1 Evaluation "performance prediction and capacity planning" Design "building reliable software systems"
Recently, several books have appeared that put computer science in a broader perspective: Rosenbloom (2013) ; St. Amant (2012); Tedre (2014) . Also the Advanced Placement (AP) Computer Science course is turning to an approach through principles. 2 Brian Kernighan (2017) (original article Kernighan (2008) ; first edition Kernighan (2011)) has the subtitle 'What you need to know about computers, the Internet, privacy, and security', and is summarized on Amazon.com as follows.
"[This book] explains how computer hardware, software, networks, and systems work. Topics include how computers are built and how they compute; what programming is and why it is difficult; how the Internet and the web operate; and how all of these affect our security, privacy, property, and other important social, political, and economic issues. This book also touches on fundamental ideas from computer science and some of the inherent limitations of computers."
Programming
According to the DL-IT-CS definitions above, programming can belong both to IT ("application of computer[ized] systems") and CS ("development of computer[ized] systems"). The former concerns the more concrete side of programming, whereas the latter focuses more on abstract aspects, such as design.
As argued by Denning in Denning (2004) , "The persistent public image of computing as a field of programmers has become a costly myth. Reversing it is possible but not easy." It is also instructive to consult the online FAQ of Denning (2003) , and read the questions and answers about programming.
In Denning's classification, programming does not appear as a principle; instead, he treats it as a practice. Denning and Martell Denning and Martell (2015) have this to say about programming.
"What is the paradigm of computing? . . . There were three waves of attempts to • unify views. . . . The first . . . argued that computing was unique among all the sciences in its study of information processes. A catchphrase of this wave was that "computing is the study of phenomena surrounding computers." . . . The second wave focused on programming, the art of designing algorithms that produced useful information processes. . . . A catchphrase of this wave was "computer science equals programming." In recent times, this view has foundered because the field has expanded well beyond programming and because public understanding of a programmer became so narrow (a coder). . . . The third wave . . . defined computation as the automation of information processes in engineering, science, and business. Its catchphrase was "computing is the automation of information processes."" Denning and Martell (2015, Ch. 1 (Computing))
program is a set of instructions arranged in a pattern that causes the desired function to be calculated. Programming is the art of designing a program and providing convincing evidence that the program computes its function correctly. A computing system is a combination of program and machine." Denning and Martell (2015, Ch. 4 (Machines) )
program is an expression of an algorithm, encoded for execution on a machine. . . . Programming is the practice of encoding algorithms for execution on a machine." Denning and Martell (2015, Ch. 5 (Programming) ) "[I]t appears to many that algorithm analysis and programming are the heart of • computer science. This conclusion does not seem right to us. . . . [I]t appears to us that the architecture of computers is as important as the algorithms they run. This is abundantly evident in the principles of computing. Many principles are about the systems on which computations run. We cannot give a complete picture of computing if we limit our principles to algorithms and ignore the principles of architecture." Denning and Martell (2015, Ch. 12 (Afterword) )
By the way, their book does not seem to contain an explicit definition of algorithm. Robert St. Amant has this to say in St. Amant (2012, Ch. 5 (Programming: Putting Plans into Action)):
"Algorithms and collections of information, organized by abstract data types, need to be translated into a form that a computer can process. This is what programs are for: they translate between the abstract and the concrete.
"Programming means expressing abstractions in a language that a computer can deal with. Given what we know about computer architecture . . . I suspect programming may sound a bit daunting. And it can be, . . . " Kernighan (2017) devotes Chapter 4 to algorithms (a dozen pages): • ". . . algorithms, which are abstract or idealized descriptions of processes that ignore practicalities. An algorithm is a precise and unambiguous recipe. It's expressed in terms of a fixed set of basic operations whose meanings are completely known and specified; it spells out a sequence of steps using those operations, with all possible situations covered; and it's guaranteed to stop eventually." (First paragraph of Ch.5)
Chapter 5 to programming and programming languages (twenty pages): • ". . . , a program is anything but abstract -it's a concrete statement of every step that a real computer must perform to accomplish a task." (second paragraph of Ch.5) Chapter 7 to learning to program (in JavaScript, a dozen pages), including loops, • conditionals, libraries and interfaces:
"I think it's important for a well-informed person to know something about programming, perhaps only that it can be surprisingly difficult to get very simple programs working properly." (First paragraph of Ch.7)
In Barr et al. (2010) , the issue of 'What everyone needs to know about computation' is discussed by four panelists. One conclusion appears to be that some form of programming (in a language with a well-defined semantics; hence, executable) is necessary, if only to keep people from becoming sloppy in expressing their computational ideas. By the way, this has also been the motivation to include actual programming in the International Olympiad in Informatics (IOI, 2019) . The IOI is an algorithmic problem solving contest for high school students, aimed at identifying, encouraging, and challenging students with a talent for CS. The contestants are required to solve algorithmic problems, and code their solutions in one of the supported programming languages. These programs are then checked by execution.
Chris Granger argues in Granger (2015) that 'coding is not the new literacy', but that modeling is. Others have countered that modeling must be done in some language, and that in the end this comes pretty close to programming.
Software Development
When programming is done professionally, with the goal of developing complex software products, • often as part of even more complex systems, However, anyone doing serious programming, even if only for personal use, can benefit from the key insights of software engineering. In fact, as a teacher you do someone a disservice by not explaining these insights, because without them, programming can a frustrating experience. In particular, the topics of (1) dealing with errors (in a broad sense, including unit testing), (2) configuration management (e.g., using Git), and (3) coding idioms, design patterns, and architecture are essential. It surprises me that the IOI environment still does not offer standard tools for (unit) testing and configuration management, given that the contestants must develop code that works.
Challenges
The Asian board game go has very simple rules, yet it is a notoriously deep game. Only recently 3 have we succeeded in letting computers play above the mere beginner's level (ComputerGo -Wikipedia, 2019) . In chess, the world champion has been beaten by a computer already back in 1996 (DeepBlue -Wikipedia, 2019).
Programming is like go: the basics are very simple, but it is notoriously hard to write good programs. Michael Jackson, the British computer scientist, captures this well in his essay "Brilliance" (Jackson, 1995) , which I quote here in full.
Some years ago I spent a week giving an in-house program design course at a manufacturing company in the mid-west of the United
States. On the Friday afternoon it was all over. The DP Manager, who had arranged the course and was paying for it out of his budget, asked me into his office.
'What do you think?' he asked. He was asking me to tell him my impressions of his operation and his staff. 'Pretty good,' I said. 'You've got some good people there.' Program design courses are hard work; I was very tired; and staff evaluation consultancy is charged extra. Anyway, I knew he really wanted to tell me his own thoughts.
'What did you think of Fred?' he asked. ' We all think Fred is brilliant.' 'He's very clever,' I said. 'He's not very enthusiastic about methods, but he knows a lot about programming.' 'Yes,' said the DP Manager. He swiveled round in his chair to face a huge flowchart stuck to the wall: about five large sheets of line printer paper, maybe two hundred symbols, hundreds of connecting lines. 'Fred did that. It's the build-up of gross pay for our weekly payroll. No one else except Fred understands it.' His voice dropped to a reverent hush. 'Fred tells me that he's not sure he understands it himself. ' 'Terrific,' I mumbled respectfully. I got the picture clearly. Fred as Frankenstein, Fred the brilliant creator of the uncontrollable monster flowchart. 'But what about Jane?' I said. 'I thought Jane was very good. She picked up the program design ideas very fast. ' 'Yes,' said the DP Manager. 'Jane came to us with a great reputation. We thought she was going to be as brilliant as Fred. But she hasn't really proved herself yet. We've given her a few problems that we thought were going to be really tough, but when she finished it turned out they weren't really difficult at all. Most of them turned out pretty simple.
She hasn't really proved herself yet -if you see what I mean?'
I saw what he meant.
Managers and directors (educational and industrial), administrators, politicians, they all often still hold similar misunderstandings and misconceptions. Fig. 1 shows the three forces that need to be balanced in a computer science course on/using programming, both in setting the goals and choosing the means. The same holds for a competition like the IOI. These forces pull towards the three 'pure' topics:
Computer science teach general concepts and insights from computing.
Personal programming teach a programming language for personal use.
Software engineering teach how to develop software beyond personal use. I call it 'personal programming' here to avoid confusion with 'professional programming' as applied in software engineering.
Note that these three goals are overlapping but quite distinct. A course and contest must be positioned in this force field, especially when no prior knowledge is presumed.
Paying more attention to one aspect will detract attention from other aspects. It is true that through (personal) programming, most of Denning's great principles of computing can be visited, provided the trip is carefully planned. It is also the case that many lessons from software engineering are valuable (some would even say indispensable) when doing personal programming.
Should these topics be addressed in some particular order? It seems to make little sense to start on software engineering without a background in computer science and programming. On the other hand, one can start to address software engineering principles and practices early on. For instance, to write program code that is readable and understandable, through proper indentation, spacing, comments, naming, and structuring. One can write comments that document the interfaces of functions and classes. One can think about testing, and write unit tests.
Choice of Programming Language and Tools
Programming languages come in many different flavors. A programming language typically supports one or more programming styles or paradigms: structured, imperative (procedural, object-oriented), declarative (functional, logical), concurrent, parallel. Properties of programming languages that I consider relevant: Figure 1 shows the three forces that need to be balanced in a computer science course on/using programming, both in setting the goals and choosing the means. The same holds for a competition like the IOI. These forces pull towards the three 'pure' topics:
computer science teach general concepts and insights from computing personal programming teach a programming language for personal use software engineering teach how to develop software beyond personal use I call it 'personal programming' here to avoid confusion with 'professional programming' as applied in software engineering.
Note that these three goals are overlapping but quite distinct. A course and contest must be positioned in this force field, especially when no prior knowledge is presumed. Paying more attention to one aspect will detract attention from other aspects. It is true that through (personal) programming, most of Denning's great principles of computing can be visited, provided the trip is carefully planned. It is also the case that many lessons from software engineering are valuable (some would even say indispensable) when doing personal programming.
Programming languages come in many different flavors. A programming language typically supports one or more programming styles or paradigms: structured, imperative (procedural, object-oriented), declarative (functional, logical), concurrent, parallel.
Properties of programming languages that I consider relevant: Here is the list of programming languages that I considered (all are higher level, general purpose, structured). They are split into two groups, and each group is roughly in chronological order. The first group (above the line), I consider serious candidates, and the second group is there mostly because others wanted me to consider them.
(Object) Pascal, Delphi From 1970s, imperative object-oriented (not pure), compiled or interpreted, ISO standard (but that is dated), simple readable syntax, strong static typing, reasonably good compilers and IDE (also open source); used to be the foundation of MacOS; kept alive by Embarcadero (Delphi is vendor specific) C From 1970s, imperative, ISO standard (current: C18), imperative (not object-oriented), weak static typing, efficient, enforces thinking about low-level optimizations (adorned assembly language), quirky syntax, good (open-source and commercial) compilers and IDEs, favorite for embedded systems (control) not so good for beginners (memory management, robustness); is the basis of the Unix (and nowadays, Linux) operating system Scheme From 1970s, functional (not pure), IEEE standard (current: 2008?); Lisp dialect; based on lambda calculus Effel From 1980s, imperative object-oriented, with support for Design-by-Contract, ECMA-ISO standard (current: ECMA-367 from 2006) Erlang From 1980s, functional and concurrent, aimed at critical high-reliability highavailability systems (hot swapping; think of telephone exchange systems that need to run without downtime) Java From 1990s, imperative object-oriented (not pure), strong static typing, open standard, commercial owner (Oracle), via interpreter (JVM), C-like syntax, garbage collected, exception mechanism, good compilers and IDEs, favorite for Android mobile platforms, lots of textbooks Keep in mind that students (in engineering) should learn (about) multiple programming languages and paradigms.
Nowadays, I lean more towards a functional language. This is well explained by Simon Peyton Jones in Heath (2017) : "If you want to see which features will be in mainstream programming languages tomorrow, then take a look at functional programming languages today." The tendency is towards side-effectfree functions and immutable data, because these are so much easier to reason about and parallelize.
Since Python introduced type annotations that are supported by some of the tools (notably PyCharm 5 ), it has moved up considerably in my list. When I don't need the highest performance and don't need 3D graphical output, Python is my preferred language. Together with the Jupyter notebook technology 6 , it provides a very productive interactive experience. For high performance programs, I prefer to generate C or C++ code from higher-level models through some higher-level domain-specific language (DSL).
Role of Didactics and Problem Domain
It is very important to motivate students, so that they take a deeper interest in computer science and programming, and will not consider it a triviality. Therefore, the application domain must be attractive. This is not easy in a course or competition with a diverse audience.
When teaching a course on programming, it is important to be aware of didactic issues. For instance, the looping construct in most programming languages is syntactically not so difficult, and even semantically it may be simple. But loops serve many purposes, and each requires further insights. Hence, it is important to teach the design of loops in a systematic way. Similarly, recursion is almost trivial from the language perspective, but didactically it needs a careful approach (Verhoeff, 2018) .
Another essential topic in programming is that of abstraction (Verhoeff, 2011) . Once the primitive building blocks of a programming language have been treated, it turns out that in real programs it is important to capture all kinds of abstractions (both on the level of data and actions). Defining and designing such abstractions is at the heart of computer science and programming.
Good study material should include:
A textbook (preferably in interactive digital form, that can be searched). • Exercises, with feedback; possibly on-line and automated, such as Codingbat • (2019); Datacamp (2019). Web lectures (cf. Khan Academy, EdX, Lynda, etc.). • Certain choices (language, tools, problem domain, and didactic approach) will require an investment that makes it harder to change these choices later on. For instance, development of exercises and assignments is costly, but their details will critically depend on these choices.
Conclusion
It is legitimate to expect that non-CS students will need some programming skills. It is also legitimate to expect that they need at least some software engineering skills. But they also need more fundamental insights in computing concepts that transcend programming and software development.
Whether this can be combined in a single course (a single competition) is debatable, and would certainly pose an extreme challenge. When covering this material in multiple courses, these courses must be carefully coordinated.
We should avoid pretending that a 'personal programming' course will make you a computer scientist, or a software engineer. Learning a programming language is relatively easy, writing good software is hard.
We identified three forces (see Fig. 1 ), and observed the following dependencies.
Even if a course is intended solely as an introduction to CS, it is a good idea to • include some programming involving an executable programming language. Motivation: Using informal notation or pseudo code to express algorithms leaves the door open for sloppiness and misunderstanding. Note: In this case, only a minimum of software engineering issues need to be addressed.
If programming needs to be applied in practice, no matter on what scale, then com-• puter science and software engineering knowledge is needed. Motivation: Without CS and SE knowledge, it is too easy to create low-quality software. This is frustrating, time consuming, and costly. Note: The scale of application will determine the amount of CS and SE to include.
To understand the lessons of software engineering, it is necessary to have some • programming experience.
The appendices list, what I consider, the top-10 most relevant topics from each of the three corners. Compare this to IOI Syllabus (2019).
